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HARC is still the main provision for homeless, rootless and vulnerable
people in Sheffield over the Christmas period. The project in 2020 was
an exceptional year because of the pandemic and we successfully
delivered the project by offering a takeaway service at the Archer
Project. However, due to the fire which affected the Domino Hall at the
Archer Project we knew that we would no longer be able to use the
Archer Project as the “home” of HARC and early in January 2021 the
search began for a new venue. We work very closely with the trustees
of the Sunday Service which serves meals every Sunday of the year to
people who are also our guests at HARC. It therefore seemed the
natural thing to do to enquire whether the Victoria Hall would be able to
accommodate us. Rachael O’Leary the Events Manager and Tom
Rattigan the Building Manager could not have been more helpful and Liz
Grasso and I spent many hours on Zoom and in person sorting the fine
detail to move the project to Victoria Hall. I would like to officially pass on
our thanks to them and other staff at Victoria Hall for making the project
possible this year.
Due to the continuing challenges of COVID we decided very early on
that we would plan to again to have a takeaway food service. In the light
of the new variant and the increased rate of infections this proved to be
the correct decision and we were able to have a small number of guests
to come inside to visit Elton, the hairdresser, Michaela, a community
nurse and to the use toilet facilities. The kitchen facilities at Victoria Hall
were not to the same catering standards that were were used to at the
Archer Project and because of this we decided to donate money to help
buy an electric catering oven which will also benefit the Sunday Centre.
Increased cold storage was also necessary and we bought a large
catering fridge the cost of which will be offset by a reduction in our rent
over the next 3 years.
We usually spend the months leading up to the project fundraising
through events such as bag packs, Christmas markets, carol services,
school assemblies. In 2021 we were able to access these sources of
funding in a limited way; the Sharrowvale Xmas market and carol singing
outside the Upper Chapel being a couple of things that were able to take
place. We were able to trial our new devise for collecting donations
electronically at the Xmas market and we also have lanyards that have a
QR code that links directly to our Paypal account. We also now have a
Wonderful Payment system that replaces our Just Giving page. Yes we

really have moved into the modern world but shaking a bucket and
sending in cheques is still popular. Whilst not being able to have such a
high profile around the city to engage with people the donations that we
have received have remained high.
Again numbers of guests to HARC this year were lower. We think that
this is probably due to some other projects opening on Christmas Day,
because of COVID, and because of the move to a new venue. From
Christmas Day through to New Year's Day, we served approximately:
• 250 hot takeaway breakfasts
• 590 hot takeaway lunches
• 590 sandwiches/lunch bags
• A total of 1430 meals
This number if meals is down on years when we are fully open but we
hope that our numbers of guests will increase this coming year.
This year the provision of emergency accommodation for our guests
was even more limited. Our experienced Project Leads were able to
work with our guests to find the best option for them. The Project Leads
also offered great support and guidance for our volunteers. Our Kitchen
Lead did a stirling job keeping the kitchen working smoothly with the
kitchen volunteers, producing amazing takeaway meals. We must again
say a special thank you to our caterers, PJ Taste who devise excellent
menu plans, manage our food order and deliveries etc.,
Thanks must go to our hard working Project Worker, Liz Grasso. Liz
works for the project all year and keeps the whole show on the road,
managing the trustees, the volunteers, our paid workers and sorting out
the venue. Thank you Liz.
But as always, I would like to pass on the biggest thanks to our
volunteers; the Trustees of HARC and the 200 plus fantastic volunteers
who support us with fundraising and during the project from set up to
close down.
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